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This is driving huge investment into (largely)
Italian stainless steel, as well as vines and
vineyards. As one producer put it, “It’s a 
kind of massive BOGOF [buy one, get one
free], since the EU refunds 51 per cent of 
any investment.”

Both countries have drawn up revised
appellation schemes and have agreed 
new names for wines of specified
geographical origin. Bulgaria is racing to

prove its entitlement to the 153,000 ha agreed with the EU by registering
growers (24,000 with 50,000 ha registered to December 2005), but 
since the estimated productive area under wine grapes is only 85,500 ha,
this seems optimistic.

Looking further ahead, Croatia is now in formal accession negotiations.
Government strategy is to plant vineyards ahead of membership, and
7,000 ha of cleared forest have just been allocated to vineyards.

Macedonia became a candidate country in December 2005, with the
aim of joining in 2010. EU funds are already flowing to pay for a vineyard
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Exports are falling and the domestic market takes just 3 million hl of 
4.8 million hl total production in 2004. This overproduction keeps prices
as low as €0.20 per kg. At that price, producers need to compromise on
quality and pick at 15 tonnes/ha to break even.

The need for restructuring in Romania is vast. The vineyard area is still
falling, but until the vineyard register (required for EU membership) is
complete, the true picture will remain unclear. Around half of Romania’s
173,000 ha of wine grapes are still hybrids, which must be grubbed up,
and Romania has negotiated replanting rights for just 30,000 ha. The
national strategy is to concentrate on native varieties, and shift emphasis
away from whites (currently 70 per cent of production) towards reds, and
to increase quality wine production. The larger commercial wineries are
driving improvements in wine quality and, while they are increasingly
investing in land of their own, only 7 per cent of Romanian vineyards 
are over 5 ha. Small plots remain a major hindrance to economies of
scale and professional full-time viticulture.

The industry in Cyprus is at a turning point. Until recently, the 
island produced more than 150,000 tonnes, most shipped in bulk for
vermouth, Glühwein, and sangria. Grape growing here is small-scale and
fragmented, with 20,000 growers farming just 17,000 ha, mostly part
time. It’s expensive mountain viticulture, requiring refrigerated trucks 
at harvest for decent quality, so without subsidies, ends don’t meet.
Growers’ protests last year forced a new strategy, which focuses on
abandoning vineyards and replanting better varieties at higher altitude,
so far costing around €40 million. Nearly 2,000 ha were removed in
2004/05, bringing the 2005 harvest down to 60,000 tonnes.

Sodap has switched entirely from bulk to bottled wines; its new
Kamanterena winery crushed just 8,200 tonnes this year, compared to
24,000 last harvest. The other big three (Loel, Etko, and Keo) have made
similar moves away from bulk. Growers have not actually protested this
year, though they are still unhappy with low grape prices.

Cyprus also wants to concentrate on its local grape varieties to create a
sense of identity, but the most promising reds, such as Maratheftiko and
Lefkada, are rare and usually interplanted with poor-quality Mavro. One
winery reports paying CYP 1 per kilo to get individual Maratheftiko vines
picked late. Land is expensive in Cyprus, and growers like to hang on to
their little plots, so wineries will find it difficult to put together significant
vineyards. However, they do need to establish long-term contracts, to
work with growers to supply fruit of the right quality, and to move away
from the current practice of relying on the spot market.

register, due by the end of 2006. The industry has a long-term strategy to
ensure that EU standards are met, as well as developing vineyards to
meet international demand, recognizing that Vranec and Smederevka
(currently 80 per cent of production) have limited global appeal.

In Cyprus, the after-effects of joining the EU have been dramatic. The
EU bans direct subsidies, which has brought cheap (heavily subsidized)
bulk exports to a halt and forced a complete restructuring of the industry.

Vineyard restructuring – essential for progress

Across Eastern and Southeastern Europe, the issues of control over 
fruit costs and quality in the vineyard are fundamental. There are
increasing signs that the problems of fragmented landholdings and 
lack of professional viticulture, which have been holding back wine
production, are being addressed.

In Bulgaria, a lot of investment (including €55 million from the EU) 
is going into vineyards – both planting and renovation – as well as 
into winery equipment. Tracking down absentee landowners to buy 
land continues to be a challenge, but one that the major wineries have
developed strategies to tackle. For instance, Stork Nest Estates has two
teams, each with its own lawyer, driving around the country in battered
cars seeking land. They are currently purchasing around 260 ha and aim
for 1,000 ha by 2010. There is a land-swap scheme allowing fragmented
plots to be exchanged for larger, consolidated areas belonging to the
state. Wine producers increasingly understand the need to control fruit
quality and supply, highlighted by the challenging vintage conditions 
in 2005. The recently published government strategy for 2005–25
recognizes that improving wine will require control over fruit quality and
its origin. Encouragingly, there is a developing concept of terroir wines,
such as Enira from Bessa Valley, Chateau de Val, Maxxima’s Sensum, Villa
Liubimetz, and others – an approach that is relatively new for Bulgaria.

Restructuring in Hungary seems set to follow a course of land falling
out of cultivation. Currently there are 87,000 ha under vine, but some
observers think this may fall as low as 50,000–60,000 ha. Growers
appear to be hanging on for EU grants for grubbing up (Hungary is 
due to receive €9 million from the EU for restructuring). Grubbing up 
will particularly hit growers on the Great Plain, where agriculture is the
major livelihood, but also where the need to remove poor-quality vines 
is greatest. Producers who survive should be more professional and
should be able to carry out canopy management properly, a practice that
is vital on Hungary’s vigorous soils. Hungarian producers have a dilemma.
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Croatia has become so successful as a tourist honeypot that East
Germans and Hungarians, who would have gone to Lake Balaton in 
the past, are heading south over the border, creating problems for
Balaton wineries that used to rely on these customers. However, tourism
(especially from France, Italy, and Austria) is helping the wine industry 
in Croatia, where growers have switched from selling to co-ops for 
plonk to supplying for small-scale, high-quality wines from around 450
registered producers. It’s not just tourist-driven, however; wine awareness
has skyrocketed in Croatia, with wine clubs and wine magazines
appearing, as well as specialist stores.

Slovenia’s problem is that its internationally recognized superstars 
tend to go their own way, but they have to be persuaded to work in
partnership with the bigger wineries, which can provide volume presence.

Cyprus has the lowest consumption per capita of any producer nation
in Europe at 14 litres, even with 2.5 million tourists. Focus on cheap bulk
exports and a lack of wine culture have allowed imports to reach at least
20 per cent. Rather late in the day, producers are improving quality.
Cyprus cannot afford to have two different producer organizations and
must get Bacchus (regional wineries association) and the Cyprus Wine

Grapevine

• The new Bessa Valley Winery
near Pazardjik, Bulgaria, opened 
in May 2005.The €6.5-million
investment by Stephan von Niepperg
(owner of Château La Mondotte and
others) and Karl Hauptmann includes
135 ha of newly planted vineyards on
land abandoned in the 1980s, bought
from 800 owners. French winemaker
Marc Dworkin is the manager.The
first commercial vintage of Enira has
been released with a Reserve to
follow this year (2006).

• Crljenak, the original Zinfandel,
is being replanted by Vina Grgic in
Croatia on a 100-year-old vineyard
site.The variety was down to just
four vines but has been rescued 
and propagated.

• Stork Nest Estates is investing 
a further €5 million in winery and
vineyard development across Bulgaria.
In the south, 260 ha are being
purchased, and the winery plans 

to own 1,000 ha by 2010.The first
crop of new varieties such as Malbec,
Shiraz, Gamay, and Viognier was
picked in 2005 from the company’s
own vineyards near Svishtov.

• Belvedere Group received 
an investment of €9 million from
EBRD to use for planting vineyards,
notably over 200 ha at Domaine
Katerina and 40 ha at Oriahovitza in
southern Bulgaria. It will also invest 
in a new winery near the Turkish
border and a micro-vinification site 
at Domaine Sakar.

• Cyprus wine history has been
traced back to 3500 BC, the oldest
evidence in Europe. In May 2005,
Italian archaeologists tested some
pottery fragments that had been
originally dug up near Limassol in
1933, and found traces of tartaric
acid, showing that the jars had 
been used for wine.

Last year’s Wine Report warned about the rise of western supermarket
chains across Eastern Europe and the potential for damage to cosy
domestic markets. It is already clear that supermarket chains are pushing
aggressively into most of these markets and wine producers are being
squeezed. Supermarket sales in Romania are booming, with Metro,
Carrefour, Billa, and Cora opening new stores in 2005.

Up-front listing fees of €5,000–6,000 per product per store, plus
another €3,000–5,000 for promotional positioning and featured offers,
are being demanded. Currently wineries are responding by factoring
discounts into their price list and developing new supermarket sales
divisions. However, once Romania joins the EU and imports become
easier, there will be serious competition.

In Hungary, market share of supermarkets is now up to 55 per cent
and growing. Tesco (number 1 in Hungary) is reported to demand listing
fees of HUF 30,000 per varietal per store. Since it has more than 50
outlets, this costs up to HUF 1.5 million per label, plus logistics payments
and extended credit terms. However, larger producers feel they have no
choice but to pay up to keep their wines on the shelf. They are well aware
of the situation in Lidl, where Hungarian wines have been delisted in
favour of own-labels from Germany.

In Cyprus, locally owned supermarkets dominate wine sales already, and
Carrefour has just bought the second-biggest chain, with Lidl due to open
around 25 stores next year. Imported wines are already significant in
Cyprus, and several New World brands are being promoted aggressively.

Getting the house in order

All these countries must take a hard look at their home markets, and
build wine knowledge and pride in the local product while they still have
some loyalty, or they risk being overwhelmed by aggressive global brands.

Romania has announced plans for a new generic wine agency, to 
be funded jointly by producer levy and the state. It is vital for Romania 
to educate its own consumers first while the market still has some
protection (exports are under 10 per cent) and while domestic wine
consumption is creeping up towards 25 litres per head.

Opinion:
The supermarkets have arrived
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Vintage Report
Advance report on the latest harvest

2005

A variable year across the region, with producers in most countries
reporting a late and difficult year.

The vintage in Romania was two to three weeks late and one of the
smallest ever, at an estimated 433,000 tonnes (55 per cent below 2004),
giving an average yield of just 2.4 tonnes/ha. May was warm, but the
heavy rains and hailstorms that followed caused damage at flowering 
and encouraged mildew. More heavy rains in late August caused grey rot,
particularly in Dealul Mare and Vrancea. Overall quality is disappointing,
with low sugars and high acid. Best results are around RecasC and Cotnari,
where there was less rain.

In Bulgaria, harvest volumes are down by 30 per cent, to 220,000 tonnes,
and quality is below that of 2004. The cool summer and frequent rain meant
more disease treatment than normal was required and ripening was delayed.
Some vineyards around Plovdiv were damaged by flooding. Small growers
suffered most, due to inadequate spraying; but where wineries own vineyards,
they report some nicely balanced wines, with lower alcohol. In contrast,
vineyards in the south (Sakar, Liubimetz) and southwest (Strouma Valley) had
adequate early-season rains and a warm summer, giving good results.

Over the border in Turkey, quality is not good this year, due both to
downy mildew and to the ‘war’ between wineries fighting for supplies,
resulting in grapes being picked too soon.

Hungarian conditions were challenging due to a rainy August bringing
disease pressure, especially to thin-skinned whites. Wineries able to spray
professionally and select fruit at harvest have generally achieved satisfactory
quality. In the south, Villány had higher rainfall than normal, which affected
early-ripening varieties. Warmer weather in late September into October
meant later varieties were better, giving slow-maturing but potentially long-
lived reds. Szekszárd also reports late but good-quality reds, though with only
55 per cent of the normal crop. In Sopron, a small and very late, but high-
quality, crop was severely damaged by starlings. In Tokaj, 2005 started badly,
with heavy rains and flooding in May. Much of the summer was cold and
damp, though a few warm weeks in August allowed sugars to be assimilated.
Finally, a warm autumn rescued a poor season and allowed botrytis
development. Picking continued into December for some producers. Aszú

Exporters Association (representing the four big wineries) together to
jointly promote Cyprus as a wine country.

Hungary desperately needs its new wine promotion office – officially in
existence since early 2005, but as a shell only. Parliament finally agreed
funding in December 2005; producers will pay a sales tax of HUF 8 per
litre – equivalent to the excise duty that has been removed. Sixty per cent
of funds are intended for wine marketing, with the remainder going to
quality control. Hungary’s major export success is Italian lookalike Pinot
Grigio – not exactly communicating the message that Hungary has a
wine identity in its own right.

In Bulgaria, local spirit rakia is commonly the drink of choice (about 80
million litres compared to 28 million litres of wine), or low-quality, home-
made wine, which is still tax-free. There is a growing professional class in
Sofia and Plovdiv that is becoming interested in wine, with several wine
guides and magazines springing up, but there is a major opportunity in
converting rakia drinkers to commercial wine in bottle. Promoting the
image of Bulgaria has been written into government strategy, but not
until around 2019, which may be far too late.

• Egri Bikavér (Bull’s Blood) has
protected status from the 2004
vintage, released in November 2005.
There are two quality levels, with
specified maximum yields and a
minimum mix of varieties. Leading
growers (originally led by the late
Tibor Gál) aim to encourage
inclusion of Kékfrankos in the blend,
though this is not obligatory, and
wines will have to pass a blind tasting.

• Slovenia has adopted new wine
laws, bringing the number of regions
down from 14 to eight, which should
allow wineries more flexibility in
sourcing grapes. Slovenia has applied
to register Tocvaj as a trademark,
now that Tokaj is permitted only in
Hungary and Slovakia.

• Possibly the highest winery in
Europe was opened in Cyprus in
March 2005. At up to 1,480 m
(4,855 ft), Kyperounda Winery has
the highest vineyards in Europe; and
at 1,100 m (3,609 ft), its state-of-the-

Grapevine
art winery is almost as high as the
once-highest vineyards in Europe at
Visp in Switzerland. Kyperounda is
owned jointly by the Boutari family
from Greece and Cyprus drinks
distributor PhotosPhotiades. Minas
Mina, who trained in Glasgow and
Greece, is in charge of winemaking.

• Winemaking standards for Slovak
Tokaji have been agreed, though
Hungarian producers are still not
happy with the quality levels of most
Slovak Tokaji. The 2-puttonyos style
currently produced in Slovakia will
no longer be permitted from
September 2005.

• Starlings have been a major
vineyard hazard this year. An early
harvest in Austria, due to disease
pressure, left the birds with nothing to
eat, so they moved on to Hungary.
Weninger in Sopron reports losing
half its Cabernet crop in spite of hiring
two workers with guns. Szepsy in Tokaj
also suffered heavy losses to starlings.
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This was possibly the latest Hungarian harvest on record, though most
growers are satisfied with the results. Whites and rosés are showing good
fruit levels and crisp acidity, though reds around Lake Balaton ripened well
only on favoured sites. In the south, conditions were difficult, with decent
results only with ultra-low yields and meticulous selection. In Tokaj,
harvesting lasted into December, requiring several tris. Levels of botrytis 
are good but without great concentration, so wines are elegant and fruity
in style, but mainly at lower puttonyos levels.

In the west of Slovenia, whites are fruity and fresh, while reds have
good colour and fruit – except for Cabernet, which showed green tannins.
In the east, grapes were low in sugar with high acid, except where yields
were severely reduced.

Continental Croatia reported a slightly better-than-average vintage,
with some botrytis development for sweet wines. Coastal growers
reported better-than-expected results, though yields are higher and 
wines less tannic than normal.

There were good aromatics in the Czech Republic and Slovakia,
especially where growers picked late and botrytis development in
November enabled production of sweet wines.

Georgia reported a very good vintage: expressive and well-balanced
whites, and reds with fine, well-matured tannins due to the extended
ripening period. It was a difficult year in both Moldova and Russia. Disease
pressures were high and Moldovan whites are very high in acid.

2003

Vintage rating: Red: 95 (except Ukraine & southeast 
Romania: 75),White: 90, Sweet: 90
The hot, dry summer across Europe meant that most countries reported
particularly good results for reds and a very early start to the harvest.

In Bulgaria, quality was very good, with high levels of sugar and
polyphenols at harvest, but with unusually high acidity levels.

Western areas of Romania reported a warm, dry summer, and quality
was very good. Dealul Mare was badly hit by drought at flowering causing
very poor fruit set, while Murfatlar had a disastrous rainy period just before
harvest, as did neighbouring Ukraine.

The 2003 harvest in Moldova was generous and of high quality, the best
vintage in the previous five years.

Slovenia had a very early vintage with extremely high-quality reds (the
best ever for some producers), though some whites suffered from low acidity.

Tokaj in Hungary saw drought affecting vines on free-draining soils. It was
a long picking season, with a lower aszú yield than expected. Generally it was

berries are clean and with good acidity levels, so some producers, particularly
in the north of the region, are very optimistic about the quality for aszú
wines. Yields are below average, due to both weather and bird damage.

In contrast, Macedonia reports a good growing season, without any
extreme weather. Good fruit set was followed by a warm July, but with cool
nights. A brief rainy period in September affected Vranec quality, but later-
ripening varieties were all picked in good condition.

Moldova also bucked the trend of its neighbours, with a much better
season than 2004. June brought some rain, heavy in the north, but July,
August, and September were warm and dry. Clean, healthy fruit, with good
natural sugar, flavour development, and acidity, similar to 2003, is reported.

The damp summer in both the Czech Republic and Slovakia was rescued
by a warm autumn, giving good sugars and plenty of aromatics. Yields were
down due to disease and starling damage.

Cyprus has produced a small harvest, but with fresh aromatic whites 
and promising reds.

Budding was 10 days early in Georgia, and the weather was extremely
good until heavy rain and isolated but devastating hailstorms in late
August, dashing hopes of an excellent vintage. Careful fruit selection was
necessary, but overall quality is promising, especially for Saperavi, which 
is showing excellent varietal character.

Western Slovenia saw a harvest similar to 2004, though rain in July 
and August meant selection was vital. Warmer weather in late September
gave better-than-expected quality in the reds, and whites are ripe but 
fresh. Eastern Slovenia was about a month behind, giving problems with
achieving full ripeness.

Croatia had rains mid-harvest, so wines will be mediocre overall,
especially whites, though Plavac Mali should have good structure.

Updates on the previous five vintages
2004

Vintage rating: Red: 75,White: 80, Sweet: 80
This vintage was at least two weeks later than normal and professional vine
management paid off, since fungal disease pressures were high. Low yields
were crucial to achieving full ripeness in many areas. The cool, damp spring
replenished soil moisture after the dry 2003 season but delayed budbreak.

Romanian reds are lighter than 2003, but the whites are fresh with
good aromatics.

The Bulgarian harvest was smaller than 2003, and reds are less ripe,
though it is notable for fresh whites.
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2000

Vintage rating: Red: 90,White: 80, Sweet: 95 
In Tokaj, this was an excellent vintage from a very long, hot, dry summer.
The harvest lasted from August to the end of October, giving huge sugar
levels and great flavours. A very good vintage across Hungary, with fully
ripe fruit and high alcohol levels; the wines are maturing quickly, however,
due to low acidity levels.

One of the finest recent vintages in Romania, showing ripe, healthy fruit,
balanced acidity, and good keeping potential. A very good year in Bulgaria:
disease-free fruit and high sugars, but dependent on vineyard management.

Grapevine

• Atila Gere in Villány, Hungary,
has planted new vineyards of Syrah,
Barbera, and, in partnership with
Weninger, Pinot Noir and
Tempranillo, adding to plantings 
of rare Transylvanian varieties such 
as Bakator, Balafánt, Csókaszó́ló́,
Kékbajor, and Purcsin.The winery’s
first Syrah was bottled this year.

• Carl Reh of Romania planted a
further 50 ha in 2005, bringing its
total to 150 ha, of which 96 ha have
been certified organic from 2005.
Israeli experts have been advising on
a new irrigation project.

• Halewood Wine Cellars will have
a new winemaking team from the
2006 harvest. A new winery is being
constructed at Tohani, and 75 ha 
of new vineyards have been planted
in Transylvania, Dealul Mare, and
Murfatlar.

• Three new wineries were
established in Macedonia in 2005,
bringing the total up to 31
commercial wineries, for a vineyard
area of 22,400 ha. USAID has
sponsored wine consultants from
Napa to visit Macedonia to help
wineries improve winemaking and
establish an export organization.

• Dionysos Mereni has released
Moldova’s first icewine, a 2003
Riesling, reflecting wines made in

Moldova for private consumption
before 1940. Moldova is developing
its first premium garage wines,
including Chateau Vartely, which
released its first wines in 2005, and
Hotar Valley in Purcari.

• Agricola SCtirbey in DravgavsCani,
Romania, is reviving ancient
indigenous grape varieties.The first
bottlings of Novac and Negru de
DravgavsDani were released in 2006.

• Moldova plans to develop a ‘Wine
City’, costing around US$30 million,
to be completed in time for a wine
festival in autumn 2006. Wineries are
expected to fund 90 per cent of the
development, which should include
wine cellars and restaurants.

• Russia was the top export
destination for Moldovan wine in
2005, taking 85 per cent of the
country’s production. From 27 March
2006, Russia banned all shipments of
both Moldovan and Georgian wine,
citing contamination with pesticides
and heavy metals. Russia has been
unable to produce analytical evidence
to support this claim, and it is widely
believed to be a political move to
punish these countries for closer links
with the EU. Wine is Moldova’s
biggest export earner, and the
industry is devastated by this move.

regarded as a good to very good year, but without the balancing acidity of
1999 and not as rich in sugar as 2000. Very good to outstanding results for
dry and late-harvest wines. The rest of Hungary reported excellent reds and
intense fruit flavours in whites, though low acidity in some varieties.

In Croatia, 2003 was a year with lots of extract, alcohol, and excellent
quality. Cyprus also reported one of the best vintages in recent years and
good quantities.

Riesling was not picked until October in Slovakia, but the results 
were excellent.

2002 

Vintage rating: Red: 80,White: 75, Sweet: 75 
A mixed year, ranging from outstanding in Transylvania to below average in
areas such as northern Bulgaria and southeastern Romania, which were hit
by heavy rains.

Hungarian wines were very concentrated. Reds, especially from the
south, continue to show well. In Tokaj, hopes for a great aszú vintage were
dashed by some rain in October, but wines are nicely balanced, especially
for fruit harvested early.

Most areas in Romania showed very good quality but heavily reduced
yields due to drought at flowering, though Murfatlar suffered rot. It was
not a successful year for either Bulgaria or Macedonia. In Cyprus, quality
was good, though low in quantity. Unusually, Turkey was hit by rain around
harvest, resulting in more botrytis and weather damage than normal.
Slovenian production was down 20–30 per cent, but overall quality was
high in both reds and whites.

2001

Vintage rating: Red: 75 (Hungary & Slovenia: 89),White: 80,
Sweet: 85
A rain-soaked September caused mould development and poor flavours for
some Tokaji producers, though some decent aszú wines have been made 
with ultra-careful selection. Elsewhere in Hungary, budding was early, with 
no late frosts, and summer was warm and dry. Early whites picked before the
September rain were above average, and reds picked late were sound, too.

It was a good, ripe year in Romania, but small berry size due to the dry
summer meant yields were slightly lower than 2000. Bulgaria suffered from
a second year of drought, reducing crops by as much as 50 per cent due 
to shrivelling. Some producers reported good wines, but vines in poor
condition shut down and failed to ripen.
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5 Noblesse Sauvignon Blanc
2004 Haloze, Slovenia (SIT 900)

6 Quercus Pinot Gris 2004 Vinska
Klet Gorisvka Brda, Slovenia (SIT
938)

7 Andante 2003 Degenfeld,
Hungary (HUF 3,200)

8 Oak-fermented Cabernet
Sauvignon 2004 Vinprom Yambol,
Bulgaria (BGN 5)

9 Riesling 2005 RecasC Winery,
Romania (RON 13) 

0 Albastrele Sauvignon Blanc
2005 Acorex, Moldova (MDL 60)

MOST EXCITING OR
UNUSUAL FINDS 

1 Enira 2004 Bessa Valley Winery,
Bulgaria (BGN 24) The first
commercial release from the Bessa
Valley investment by Stephan von
Niepperg of Château Canon-La-
Gaffelière.A single-estate wine,
which is a rare thing for Bulgaria,
and already showing great promise.

2 Pinot Noir Réserve 2003 (Marjan)
Simcvicv, Slovenia (SIT 4,320) Marjan
Simcvicv’s reds show lovely elegance
and subtlety compared to his hugely
concentrated whites.This is just his
second release of Pinot Noir.

3 Viognier 2003 Tibor Gál, Hungary
(HUF 4,500) Hungary’s only
Viognier, planted by the late Tibor
Gál. Eger may be most famous for
its ‘Bull’s Blood’, but this fine
mineral Viognier shows the potential
for whites in this northerly region,
with its long, mild autumn.

4 Pinot Blanc 2003 Grof Buttler,
Hungary (HUF 3,200) A new
producer with 40 ha in Eger,
already making an impression 
with its first releases from 2003.
There’s a plummy, concentrated
Egri Bikavér and this rich ‘peaches
and cream’ Pinot Blanc.

5 Claret 2003 Chateau de Val,
Bulgaria (BGN 15) A ripe, rounded

wine with a real sense of place,
made from a mix of varieties
(including Saperavi, Gamza, and
Pamid) grown in a 100-year-old
family vineyard.The EU may 
not take well to the name, but
Bulgaria needs its new terroir
producers to rescue its image 
from cheap varietal wines.

6 Sessio 2003 Konyári, Hungary
(HUF 6,400) The southern shore of
Lake Balaton is not usually known
for high quality, but this recently
established boutique winery is
setting new standards for the region
with this finely crafted Merlot.

7 CrâmposBie SelectBionatav Sec
2004 Prince SCtirbey, Romania (RON
21) A promising revival of an
ancient variety from DravgavsCani,
believed to be at least 3,000 years
old. Fresh and fragrant on the nose
with plenty of fruit weight, mineral
notes, and good acidity – a white
variety with some real character.

8 Petritis 2004 Kyperounda Winery,
Cyprus (CYP 2.90) From possibly
the highest winery in Europe, with
vineyards up to 1,480 m (4,855 ft).
Xynisteri is usually vinified as 
a simple wine for drinking
immediately.This is Xynisteri with 
a difference: part barrel-fermented
to give much more weight and
texture. It develops nicely for at
least a couple of years, too.

9 Sensum 2003 Maxxima, Bulgaria
(BGN 18) Cabernet picked around
Vidin in the far northwest, aiming
to establish a reputation for quality
in this part of Bulgaria.An elegant
wine, with fine damson fruit, subtle
oak, and violet overtones.

0 Privat 2004 Santa Sarah, Bulgaria
(BGN 30) The addition of some
‘knockout’ Mavrud to the Cabernet
Sauvignon gives this powerful wine
a unique Bulgarian personality.

GREATEST WINE
PRODUCERS

1 Szepsy (Hungary)
2 Királyudvar (Hungary)
3 Domaine de Disznókó́ (Hungary)
4 Chateau Dereszla (Hungary)
5 Malatinszky Kúria (Hungary)
6 Gere Atila (Hungary)
7 Weninger (Hungary)
8 (Marjan) Simcvicv (Slovenia)
9 Edi Simcvicv (Slovenia)
0 Château Belá (Slovakia)

FASTEST-IMPROVING
PRODUCERS

1 RecasC Winery (Romania)
2 Carl Reh Winery (Romania)
3 Szekszárd Winery (previously Liszt

Winery) (Hungary)
4 Garamvári Szó́ló́birtok (Hungary)
5 Csányi Winery (Hungary)
6 Damianitza (Bulgaria)
7 Belvedere Group (Domaine

Menada, Domaine Sakar,
Oriachovitza) (Bulgaria)

8 AurVin (Firebird) (Moldova)
9 Stork Nest Estates (Bulgaria)
0 Sodap (Kamanterena Winery)

(Cyprus)

NEW UP-AND-COMING
PRODUCERS

1 Bessa Valley Winery (Bulgaria)
2 Konyári (Hungary)
3 Grof Buttler (Hungary)
4 Chateau de Val (Bulgaria)
5 Pannonhalmi Apátsági Pincészet

(Hungary)
6 Prince SCtirbey (Romania)
7 Kyperounda Winery (Cyprus)
8 Santa Sarah (Bulgaria)
9 Villa Liubimetz (Bulgaria)
0 Cekorov (Macedonia)

BEST-VALUE
PRODUCERS

1 RecasC Winery (Romania)
2 Carl Reh Winery (Romania)

3 Pannonhalmi Apátsági Pincészet
(Hungary)

4 Chateau Vincent (Hungary)
5 Nyakas Winery (Budai) (Hungary)
6 Nagyréde Winery (Hungary)
7 Törley Wine Cellars (Hungary)
8 Stork Nest Estates (Bulgaria)
9 Hilltop Neszmély Winery (whites)

(Hungary)
0 Maxxima (Bulgaria)

GREATEST-QUALITY
WINES

1 Tokaji Aszú 6 Puttonyos 2000
Szepsy, Hungary (HUF 21,000)

2 Tokaji Aszú Esszencia 2000
Château Dereszla, Hungary
(HUF 16,000)

3 Tokaji Aszú 6 Puttonyos 2000
Királyudvar, Hungary (HUF 14,600)

4 Tokaji Aszú 6 Puttonyos Kapi
1999 Domaine de Disznókó́,
Hungary (HUF 15,000)

5 Villány Cabernet Franc 2003
Malatinszky Kúria, Hungary
(HUF 10,000)

6 Solus Merlot 2003 Gere Atila,
Hungary (HUF 12,500)

7 Teodor Rdece Reserve 2000
(Marjan) Simcvicv, Slovenia (SIT 4,620)

8 Duet Riserva 2002 Edi Simcvicv,
Slovenia (SIT 9,000)

9 Syrah 2003 Bock Pince, Hungary
(HUF 14,000)

0 Kékfrankos Selection 2003
Weninger, Hungary (HUF 5,300)

BEST BARGAINS

1 Tramini 2005 Pannonhalmi
Apátsági Pincészet, Hungary
(HUF 1,400)

2 La Cetate Merlot 2003 Carl Reh
Winery, Romania (RON 22)

3 Crystal Dry 2000 Chateau
Vincent, Hungary (HUF 2,100)

4 Budai Sauvignon Blanc 2005
Nyakas Winery, Hungary
(HUF 1,400)




